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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. I’m going to talk about really about a two week time period. We have a Full Moon, then
Halloween, then Mercury going retrograde on Election Day in the USA, on November 6.
So the current energies right now are very dreamy, very psychic. There is a lot of extra feeling,
nature brought to the surface. So as we get a little closer towards the Full Moon which is Monday, it
is going to be… Actually I am going to say this moon is so strong you probably will start feeling it
Saturday, Sunday, Monday. It flushes out any unresolved emotions.

For those who get very heated about candidates and administrations and what not, this could kind
of explode really. So remember to keep your calm, centeredness, trusting the outcome, keeping in
mind your choice, what you do want and then don’t engage others in rageful conversations.
Then we have Mercury starting to muddle things shortly after the New moon or the Full Moon I
mean. Probably Halloween or maybe All Saints Day, right around in there, communications get a
little strange, a lot of miscommunicating going on. And then on November 6 we have Mercury
going retrograde in a very tough configuration which could make for miscounting the votes and
that sort of thing.
So, if you are going out to vote, do so early in the day or make sure you’ve really got a good clarity
about you and you are centered and grounded and pushing the right buttons, or whatever it is or
however your machines work, so that you’re not accidentally making the wrong choice or the
choice you didn’t intend to make, put it that way.
Then all said and done, it will end up being what it is and life will continue one step at a time as it
usually does after these things. Just remember that it is about free will. That is the way Creation
works. The majority wins so the free will vote is what is cast energetically and it affects the global
community.
So in the emotional things, feel good about experiencing emotions so that you can move to the
next one, sort of like shifting gears. You might wind up in first gear and then pause and shift into
second gear that is a completely different emotion than the first one and so on.
So this will be a time of high emotions.
As always, thank you and my love to you.
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